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Khalia Koo, Jolly Roger and the rest of the mangy, feral cats don?t
understand. But there are bigger issues to figure out when the bulldozers
start coming, threatening to demolish the cats? homes as well as other
historical landmarks. Can three little kittens be the answer to save the
town? Illustrated with striking silhouettes, here is a spirited and original
environmental story from Newbery Honor winner Janet Taylor Lisle
about finding help?and hope?in the smallest, most unlikely of places.
Forty Acres and Maybe a Mule Mar 10 2021 Winner of the 1999 Scott
O’Dell Award A Notable Children’s Book in the Field of Social Studies
Maybe nobody gave freedom, and nobody could take it away like they
could take away a family farm. Maybe freedom was something you
claimed for yourself. Like other ex-slaves, Pascal and his older brother
Gideon have been promised forty acres and maybe a mule. With the
family of friends they have built along the way, they claim a place of their
own. Green Gloryland is the most wonderful place on earth, their own
family farm with a healthy cotton crop and plenty to eat. But the
notorious night riders have plans to take it away, threatening to tear the
beautiful freedom that the two boys are enjoying for the first time in
their young lives. Coming alive in plain, vibrant language is this story of
the Reconstruction, after the Civil War.
Island of Spies Jul 02 2020 "The Dime Novel Kids are spunky, spirited,
smart, sassy—and so is Sheila Turnage’s writing. It sizzles and sparkles."
—Lauren Wolk, author of Newbery Honor Book Wolf Hollow From the
Newbery Honor-winning author of Three Times Lucky comes a middle
grade WWII spy mystery with as much humor and heart as high stakes
Twelve-year-old Stick Lawson lives on Hatteras Island, North Carolina,
where life moves steady as the tides, and mysteries abound as long as
you look really hard for them. Stick and her friends Rain and Neb are
good at looking hard. They call themselves the Dime Novel Kids. And the
only thing Stick wants more than a paying case for them to solve is the
respect that comes with it. But on Hatteras, the tides are changing.
World War II looms, curious newcomers have appeared on the small
island, and in the waters off its shores, a wartime menace lurks that will
upend Stick’s life and those of everyone she loves. The Dimes are about
to face more mysteries than they ever could have wished for, and risk
more than they ever could have imagined.
Black Duck May 24 2022 It is spring 1929, and Prohibition is in full
swing. So when Ruben and Jeddy find a dead body washed up on the
shore of their small coastal Rhode Island town, they are sure it has
something to do with smuggling liquor. Soon the boys, along with Jeddy’s
strongwilled sister, Marina, are drawn in, suspected by rival bootlegging
gangs of taking something crucial off the dead man. Then Ruben meets
the daring captain of the Black Duck, the most elusive smuggling craft of
them all, and it isn’t long before he’s caught in a war between two of the
most dangerous prohibition gangs. "Riveting mystery and nonstop
adventure." --School Library Journal
The Wreckers Sep 23 2019 There was once a village bred by evil. On
the barren coast of Cornwall, England, lived a community who prayed for
shipwrecks, a community who lured storm-tossed ships to crash upon the
sharp rocks of their shore. They fed and clothed themselves with the loot
salvaged from the wreckage; dead sailors' tools and trinkets became
decorations for their homes. Most never questioned their murderous way
of life. Then, upon that pirates' shore crashed the ship The Isle of Skye.
And the youngest of its crew members, 14-year-old John Spencer,
survived the wreck. But would he escape the wreckers? This is his
harrowing tale.
Mieko and the Fifth Treasure Feb 27 2020 When the bomb was dropped
on Nagasaki, Mieko's nearby village was turned into ruins, and her hand
was badly injured. Mieko loves to do calligraphy more than anything, but
now she can barely hold a paintbrush. And she feels as if she has lost
something that she can't paint without-the legendary fifth treasure,
beauty in the heart. Then she is sent to live with her grandparents and

Daphne's Book Jan 08 2021 Daphne is the last person Jessica wants to
work with on the Write-a-Book project, but her feelings change when she
gets to know Daphne and stumbles on her terrible secret.
Are You Experienced? Jun 01 2020 Rich is fifteen and plays guitar. When
his girlfriend asks him to perform at protest rally, he jumps at the
chance. Unfortunately, the police show up, and so does Rich's dad. He's
in big trouble. Again. To make matters worse, this happens near the
anniversary of his uncle's death from a drug overdose years ago. Rich's
dad always gets depressed this time of year, but whenever Rich asks
questions about his late uncle, his dad shuts down. Frustrated by his
dad's silence, Rich sneaks into his office and breaks into a locked cabinet
that holds his dad's prized possession: an electric guitar signed by Jimi
Hendrix. Before he knows it, Rich is transported to the side of a road in
Upstate New York with a beautiful girl bending over him. It will take him
a while to realize it's 1969, he's at Woodstock, and the girl's band of
friends includes his fifteen-year-old dad and his uncle, who's still alive. In
Are You Experienced? by Jordan Sonnenblick, what Rich learns, who he
meets, and what he does could change his life forever.
The Art of Keeping Cool Aug 27 2022 A Simon & Schuster eBook.
Simon & Schuster has a great book for every reader.
Ella of All-of-a-Kind Family Apr 30 2020 World War I has ended, and Ella,
the oldest of the five sisters, who dreams of singing and dancing in the
theater, is discovered by a Broadway talent scout. It seems that she will
have her chance at a theatrical career after all, starting in vaudeville. But
her thoughts are also on Jules, just returned from the War, and marriage.
Once again a loving family provides the support needed to make the right
decision.
Afternoon of the Elves Jun 20 2019
Moxy Maxwell Does Not Love Writing Thank-you Notes Nov 06
2020 Here's the second book in the hilarious Moxy Maxwell series, which
includes Moxy Maxwell Does Not Love Stuart little and Moxy Maxwell
Does Not Love Practicing the Piano. It isn't as though Moxy isn’t grateful
for her Christmas presents. She is. She’s just not thrilled that she has to
write a thank-you note for each one by tomorrow . . . or she will not be
allowed to fly to Hollywood to attend a starstudded Hollywood bash with
the father she hasn’t seen in three years. And writing thank-you notes is
not something that a world-class Creative Type relishes doing. But it is
more than writing thank-you notes that finally prevents Moxy from taking
her trip. When her father cancels at the last minute, Moxy is forced to
deal with the reality of a situation she doesn’t want to accept, and can’t
change. But, not surprisingly, she rises to the occasion brilliantly.
Forest Sep 28 2022 War is coming, and it will take two very unusual
friends to avert a showdown in the town of Forest Upper Forest is the
kingdom of an ancient clan of squirrels. For years they have lived and
died in the trees, building an elaborate civilization high above the earth.
Since man came to Forest, the trees have been thinned, but there are
still enough thick groves where the squirrels can run from branch to
branch, going days without touching the ground. To avoid people, their
natural enemies, the squirrels make their homes higher than any human
can climb—or so they think. But they haven’t met Amber Padgett. Swift,
bright, and fearless, Amber has never fit in among humans. When she
pokes her head into Upper Forest, she begins an unlikely friendship with
a squirrel named Woodbine. As this mismatched pair grows close, the
worlds of Upper and Lower Forest collide. But Amber’s father, and other
people in town, think the squirrels are pests and try to get rid of them.
Which will triumph: friendship or war? This ebook features a personal
history by Janet Taylor Lisle including rare images and never-before-seen
documents from the author’s own collection.
Highway Cats Feb 21 2022 When three kittens are carelessly thrown off
the back of a truck, none of the highway cats know what to make of
them. They seem to have some sort of appeal?an energy, even?that
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must go to a new school. But Mieko is brave and eventually learns that
time and patience can help with many things, and may even help her find
the fifth treasure.
Quicksand Pond Aug 23 2019 An ALA Notable Book A Kirkus Reviews
Best Book of 2017 “Striking, enigmatic, and haunting all around.”
—Booklist (starred review) “A suspenseful, realistic, finely crafted story
exploring friendship, trust, and how we judge others.” —Kirkus Reviews
(starred review) Newbery Honor winner Janet Taylor Lisle’s novel about
a pivotal summer in two girls’ lives explores the convictions we form, the
judgments we make, and the values we hold. The pond is called
Quicksand Pond. It’s a shadowy, hidden place, full of chirping, shrieking,
croaking life. It’s where, legend has it, people disappear. It’s where
scrappy Terri Carr lives with her no-good family. And it’s where twelveyear-old Jessie Kettel is reluctantly spending her summer vacation. Jessie
meets Terri on a raft out in the water, and the two become fast friends.
On Quicksand Pond, Jessie and Terri can be lost to the outside
world—lost until they want to be found. But a tragedy that occurred
many decades ago has had lingering effects on this sleepy town, and
especially on Terri Carr. And the more Jessie learns, the more she begins
to question her new friendship—and herself.
Sirens and Spies Dec 19 2021 After their violin teacher is attacked, two
sisters stumble on dark secrets from her girlhood in France during World
War II Elsie and Mary’s lives are changed when they meet Miss Fitch, a
fascinating Frenchwoman who makes her living teaching children the
violin. She seems to be everything an instructor should be: stern when
her students are slacking; inspiring when they lose heart. She knows how
to make her young players believe in themselves. Mary is captivated,
though she has no talent for the violin. Her sister Elsie is the natural
musician in the family, but suddenly Elsie quits without explanation. Not
long after Elsie stops going to lessons, Miss Fitch is attacked in her
home. As the girls look more closely at their teacher, they learn that the
past can rise up to wreak havoc on even those whose lives seem most
exemplary. This ebook features a personal history by Janet Taylor Lisle
including rare images and never-before-seen documents from the
author’s own collection.
The Crying Rocks Feb 09 2021 Thirteen-year-old Joelle has always
wondered about her life before being adopted by the woman she calls
Aunt Louise and her husband Vernon, and she makes some surprising
discoveries while researching a 17th century Indian tribe.
Angela's Aliens May 12 2021 When their best friend changes drastically,
the Investigators suspect extraterrestrial trouble Georgina and Poco
should not be climbing an apple tree in the dark. But Poco, who talks to
animals, has recently developed a serious crush on a robin, and she gets
worried when the bird doesn’t return to his nest one night. Poco
convinces her friend to come with her to check on the nest, and while
they’re peering through the tree branches, they see strange glowing
objects in the sky. The array of lights can only mean one thing: aliens.
The next morning, Poco’s robin returns and, more importantly, so does
Angela. Angela had been the girls’ best friend before moving to Mexico a
year ago, but she comes back totally changed. Before, she was short,
chatty, and imaginative. Now she is tall, sullen, and cold. When Georgina
reminds her of their former club, the Investigators of the Unknown,
Angela shrugs her off. Paco and Georgina realize that the aliens have
claimed their first victim, and they will have to move fast to save their
friend. This ebook features a personal history by Janet Taylor Lisle
including rare images and never-before-seen documents from the
author’s own collection.
Heroes Don't Run Dec 07 2020 "I WANTED TO SERVE, TO BE PART OF
THIS THING MY FATHER HAD GIVEN HIS LIFE FOR. I DIDN'T WANT
THE WAR TO END, AND ALL I'D BE ABLE TO SAY WAS, NO I DIDN'T
SERVE, I WAS RIGHT HERE THE WHOLE WAR, SAFE IN
BAKERSFIELD." Adam Pelko witnessed the Japanese attack on Pearl
Harbor that killed his father, a lieutenant on the USS Arizona. Even
though Adam is underage, he defies his mother's wishes and enlists in
the Marines. Sent first to boot camp, then to Okinawa, he experiences
the stark reality of war firsthand -- the camaraderie and the glory as well
as the grueling regimen, the paralyzing fear, and death. And at every
turn, Adam must confront memories of his father. In the concluding
volume of his World War II trilogy, Harry Mazer masterfully illustrates
Adam's journey as he navigates brutal circumstances that no boy should
know.
Stepping Stones Sep 04 2020 This contemporary middle-grade graphic
novel about family and belonging from New York Times bestselling
author Lucy Knisley is a perfect read for fans of Awkward and Be
Prepared. Jen is used to not getting what she wants. So suddenly moving
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the country and getting new stepsisters shouldn't be too much of a
surprise. Jen did not want to leave the city. She did not want to move to a
farm with her mom and her mom's new boyfriend, Walter. She did not
want to leave her friends and her dad. Most of all, Jen did not want to get
new "sisters," Andy and Reese. As if learning new chores on Peapod
Farm wasn't hard enough, having to deal with perfect-at-everything Andy
might be the last straw for Jen. Besides cleaning the chicken coop, trying
to keep up with the customers at the local farmers' market, and missing
her old life, Jen has to deal with her own insecurities about this new
family . . . and where she fits in. New York Times bestselling author Lucy
Knisley brings to life a story inspired from her own childhood in an
amazing journey of unlikely friends, sisters, and home. "Funny, sweet,
and real." -Jennifer & Matthew Holm, co-creators of the bestselling
Babymouse series "This book is gorgeous. Highly recommended." Kristen Gudsnuk, creator of Making Friends
The Crying Rocks Jul 26 2022 From Newbery Honor author Janet
Taylor Lisle comes a lyrical story about one girl’s discovery of her
startling past—and her search to understand her complicated present.
Joelle’s height and dark skin set her apart from everyone in Marshfield.
It’s no secret that she’s adopted, but where is she from? Aunt Mary
Louise says she came from Chicago on a freight train, but the story
doesn’t sit right with Joelle. There’s something more. She feels it. Carlos,
the quiet boy in Joelle’s Spanish class, sees it. When he tells her that she
looks like a girl in the town library’s old mural of Narragansett Indians,
Joelle can’t help sneaking a look. She’s surprised by a flicker of
recognition. And when Carlos tells her about the Crying Rocks, where
the ghosts of Narragansett children are said to cry for their lost mothers,
Joelle knows she must visit them. When they finally set out through the
forest, neither she nor Carlos anticipates the power of the ancient place,
or the revelations to be found there—about the pasts they’ve both buried,
and the discovery of a rare kind of courage that runs deep in Joelle’s
family.
The Green Glass Sea Oct 25 2019 It is 1943, and 11-year-old Dewey
Kerrigan is traveling west on a train to live with her scientist father—but
no one, not her father nor the military guardians who accompany her,
will tell her exactly where he is. When she reaches Los Alamos, New
Mexico, she learns why: he's working on a top secret government
program. Over the next few years, Dewey gets to know eminent
scientists, starts tinkering with her own mechanical projects, becomes
friends with a budding artist who is as much of a misfit as she is—and, all
the while, has no idea how the Manhattan Project is about to change the
world. This book's fresh prose and fascinating subject are like nothing
you've read before.
Quicksand Pond Jun 25 2022 Newbery Honor winner Janet Taylor Lisle’s
gorgeous and profound new novel about a pivotal summer in two girls’
lives explores the convictions we form, the judgments we make, and the
values we hold. The pond is called Quicksand Pond. It’s a shadowy,
hidden place, full of chirping, shrieking, croaking life. It’s where, legend
has it, people disappear. It’s where scrappy Terri Carr lives with her nogood family. And it’s where twelve-year-old Jessie Kettel is reluctantly
spending her summer vacation. Jessie meets Terri right away, on a raft
out in the water, and the two become fast friends. On Quicksand Pond,
Jessie and Terri can be lost to the outside world—lost until they want to
be found. But a tragedy that occurred many decades ago has had
lingering effects on this sleepy town, and especially on Terri Carr. And
the more Jessie learns, the more she begins to question her new
friendship—and herself.
The Art of Keeping Cool Jul 14 2021 Set during World War II, young
Robert worries about his cousin who, an artist himself, becomes
intrigued by the mysterious German painter living near them in the
woods as it is rumored that he may be a spy.
Looking for Juliette Sep 16 2021 Poco is horrified when Angela’s cat
disappears while under her watch. Is magic involved? Together, Angela,
Poco, and Georgina have investigated some peculiar happenings. They
are just on the verge of a major magical breakthrough when Angela’s
father moves to Mexico, taking Angela and breaking up the trio of
friends. As consolation, Angela gives Poco her cat, Juliette, to care for
and talk to while she’s gone. Talking to animals is Poco’s special skill, but
no words can stop Juliette from running into the street in front of a car.
Though she survives the accident, Juliette vanishes, and it will take a
miracle to find her. With the help of Walter Kew, a secretive boy in her
class, and his Ouija board, Poco scans the neighborhood. When all
mystical signs point to Miss Bone, the strange old spinster who’s been
taking care of Angela’s house, Poco is quick to face her fears. She’ll do
anything for Angela—and for Juliette. This ebook features a personal
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history by Janet Taylor Lisle including rare images and never-before-seen
documents from the author’s own collection.
Libby on Wednesday Jul 22 2019 Libby is sent to public school to be
"socialized" after years of being educated at home.
Ribbiting Tales Jun 13 2021 Offers an anthology of humorous stories
celebrating the slimy frog by such authors as Robert J. Harris, Brian
Jacques, and Jane Yolen.
Don't Give Up the Ghost Oct 05 2020 A collection of twelve ghost
stories, written by some of America's finest authors, features tales of
scary and friendly apparitions.
How I Became a Writer and Oggie Learned to Drive Apr 23 2022
Winner of Italy’s 2006 Premio Andersen Award: A young writer’s fantasy
world becomes dangerously entangled with reality Eleven-year-old
Archie and his six-year-old brother, Oggie, are constantly going back and
forth between their mother’s home and the apartment that their father
shares with his girlfriend. To distract Oggie from the turbulence of
endlessly bouncing from “Saturn” to “Jupiter” and back again, Archie
invents a fantastic story about the Mysterious Mole People. When
Oggie’s wallet is stolen by kids from a local gang, Archie tries to retrieve
it and becomes increasingly ensnared in the gang’s dangerous activities.
Even worse, he soon finds that his fictitious mole story is merging with
the darkness of real life in a very frightening way.
The Lampfish of Twill Jan 20 2022 On the unforgiving coast of Twill, a
boy is sucked into a fantastic adventure The country of Twill has a
notoriously treacherous coastline: rough, rocky, and primed for
shipwrecks and drownings. In the salt-scarred port town of Twickham,
the locals are dependent on fishing. Everyone pitches in, devising new
ways to catch fish and crabs without falling prey to the dangerous rocks
and waves. Of all the fish that dart around their deadly shore, none is
more prized than the lampfish, a glowing creature whose bones provide
the hooks that sustain life on Twill. It takes a group of men to land a
lampfish, but once in a lifetime, a hero comes along who can do it singlehanded. And Eric wants to be the next champion. Eric, an orphan since
infancy, has become mesmerized by the swirling Cantrip’s Spout—a
deadly whirlpool where he has recently spotted a colossal lampfish.
Trying to catch that glowing beast will take him on a magnificent journey
into the sea and beyond, deep into the darkest parts of himself. This
ebook features a personal history by Janet Taylor Lisle including rare
images and never-before-seen documents from the author’s own
collection.
Afternoon of the Elves Oct 29 2022 In “this enchanting story about
friendship,” two fourth grade girls discover a magical world hidden in
one’s backyard (Publishers Weekly). No fourth grader trusts Sara-Kate
Connolly. Her boots are dirty, her clothes are weird, and she’s so
maladjusted that the school had to hold her back a grade. But Hillary is
her next-door neighbor, and can’t say no when the unusual loner invites
her over to play. In Sara-Kate’s overgrown backyard, Hillary will find
proof of a world of magic—the kind that can only blossom between true
friends. Among the rusted car parts and wild plants, a miniature village
has sprung up. It has tiny houses made from string, sticks, and maple
leaves; a well with a bottlecap for a bucket; and even a little playground
with a Popsicle-stick Ferris wheel. But there’s absolutely no sign of who
built this miniature world. To Sara-Kate, the answer is clear—only elves
could be responsible for something so enchanted. As she and Hillary
watch for their elusive new friends, they learn that friendship, like
magic, springs up where you least expect it. This ebook features a
personal history by Janet Taylor Lisle including rare images and neverbefore-seen documents from the author’s own collection.
The Ruby Key Nov 25 2019 In a world where an uneasy peace binds
Humans and Nightlings, fourteen-year-old Genna and her twelve-year-old
brother Dan learn of their uncle's plot to gain immortality in exchange
for human lives, and the two strike their own bargain with the Nightling
lord, which sets them on a dangerous journey along the Moonroads in
search of a key.
The Great Dimpole Oak Apr 11 2021 An ancient oak tree has seen glory
and tragedy—but nothing quite as spectacular as the showdown that’s
brewing For nearly a thousand years, the Dimpole Oak has towered over
this small East Coast town, witnessing the passage of history: duels and
revolution, lovers’ trysts and traitors’ hangings, victory parades and
midnight conspiracies. The farmer who owns the land beneath the tree
likes to tell stories of the murders and witch trials that took place in its
shade. Local children play on the oak’s great roots and dig for buried
treasure. The townsfolk plan a Dimpole Oak Day to celebrate their
landmark. Meanwhile, far away in India, a swami has a holy vision of the
oak, and begins a journey to find it. Back in Dimpole, two boys take
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inspiration from the blackguards and pirates of the old farmer’s tales,
and challenge a local bully to a confrontation under the oak. As all these
plots and plans converge, the mighty oak stands ready to witness another
grand event. This ebook features a personal history by Janet Taylor Lisle
including rare images and never-before-seen documents from the
author’s own collection.
The Dancing Cats of Applesap Oct 17 2021 In a forgotten small town, one
girl and a hundred cats are about to do something spectacular Applesap
is a small town smack dab in the middle of New York state, and beyond
that geographical oddity, there isn’t much special about it. It has a dress
shop, a run-down movie theater, and two old-fashioned drug stores:
Jiggs’ and the Super Queen. But nobody goes to Jiggs’. The roof is leaky,
the seats are sticky, and the flies have built a kingdom around the soda
fountain. Worst of all are the cats—hundreds of strays who wander in off
the street to make the store their home. Jiggs’ is a place for creatures
who want to hide from the world, and so it is perfect for Melba. A shy
young girl who’s too timid to talk to other children, Melba makes Jiggs’
her home-away-from-home. As the old store nears bankruptcy, Melba
comes up with a wild plan that will save the pharmacy, make Applesap
famous, and change her life forever. This ebook features a personal
history by Janet Taylor Lisle including rare images and never-before-seen
documents from the author’s own collection.
The Gold Dust Letters Mar 22 2022 While searching for her fairy
godmother, a young girl uncovers a world of magic It starts with
chocolates. Dreaming of a box of chocolates that never empties, Angela
writes a letter to her fairy godmother asking for one. To her surprise, the
fairy writes back! A letter appears on her mantelpiece from “Pilaria of
the Kingdom of the Faeries,” written on ancient parchment with purple
ink, and covered in a gold dust that vanishes as soon as it flies into the
air. Is this really a letter from the land of magic? And if so, what does it
mean? Angela and her two best friends begin investigating the mystery,
searching Angela’s house for clues. But out of the blue, more letters
appear on Angela’s mantelpiece. Pilaria is lonesome, and as curious
about the girls’ world as they are about her kingdom. What they learn
from their correspondence with this enchanting godmother will change
everything they know—about magic and reality—forever. This ebook
features a personal history by Janet Taylor Lisle including rare images
and never-before-seen documents from the author’s own collection.
Rabble Starkey Dec 27 2019 Many things change for twelve-year-old
Rabble Starkey, her mother, and her best friend, Veronica Bigelow, when
Veronica's mother becomes mentally incapacitated and the Starkeys
move in with the Bigelows.
The Lost Flower Children Aug 15 2021 Two grieving sisters resolve to
break a spell cast by evil fairies After the death of their mother, Olivia
and Nellie are shipped off to their great-aunt’s house for the summer.
Nine-year-old Olivia is not excited about the trip—she has to keep one
eye on kind but eccentric Aunt Minty and the other on her younger
sister, Nellie, who’s been behaving oddly. But the summer takes an
interesting turn when Olivia discovers an old fairy tale: the story of a
group of children who, at a garden tea party, are turned into flowers. The
garden sounds an awful lot like the one at Aunt Minty’s house—could the
flower children be real? If Olivia and Nellie can only locate the old tea set
from the story, they might be able to break the spell.
A Message from the Match Girl Nov 18 2021 In search of the truth about
his heritage, Walter only finds more mystery Walter Kew has grown up
without a past. Orphaned since birth and raised by his grandparents, he
knows nothing about his parents, who died in an accident. Obsessively
curious about the mother he never knew, he turns to the occult, using
Ouija boards, crystal balls, and spells to reach out to the other world. But
he’s never had any luck—until now. Walking home from school, Walter
hears what he thinks is his mother’s voice—faint, but very real. Although
he can’t quite understand her words, he’s convinced she’s trying to tell
him something. With his friends Georgina and Poco, he looks for clues.
Their quest takes them to a statue of the Little Match Girl in the park,
where infant Walter was once photographed with his mother. As the
three investigators chase the mystery, Walter will learn more about his
past—and his present—than he ever thought possible. This ebook
features a personal history by Janet Taylor Lisle including rare images
and never-before-seen documents from the author’s own collection.
Streams to the River, River to the Sea Jan 28 2020 A young Indian
woman, accompanied by her infant and her cruel husband, experiences
joy and heartbreak when she joins the Lewis and Clark expedition
seeking a way to the Pacific.
All Shook Up Mar 30 2020 WHEN 13-YEAR-OLD JOSH finds out he has
to stay with his dad in Chicago for a few months, he’s not too thrilled.
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But when he arrives at the airport, he’s simply devastated. His
father—who used to be a scatterbrained, but pretty normal, shoe
salesman—has become a sideburn-wearing, hip-twisting, utterly
embarrassing Elvis impersonator. Josh is determined to keep his dad’s
identity a secret, but on his very first day at his new school, a note
appears on his locker. It’s signed Elvisly Yours, and instead of a name, a
sneering purple smiley face. The secret is out, and when his dad is
invited to perform at a special 50s concert at his school, Josh is forced to
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take drastic action. From award-winning author Shelley Pearsall comes a
hilarious novel about a father and son discovering something about being
who you are—and who you’re not.
The Twenty-one Balloons Aug 03 2020 Relates the incredible adventures
of Professor William Waterman Sherman who in 1883 sets off in a
balloon across the Pacific, survives the volcanic eruption of Krakatoa,
and is eventually picked up in the Atlantic.
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